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Free english grammar worksheets ks3

Spelling, punctuation and grammar may be the bread and butter of an English lesson, but if your approaches feel more than a little stale, our collection of enticing, targeted resources may find favor. When the pressure of time presses, you'll find willing worksheets, games, and presentations to walk your
students confidently through the basics. We even threw in some literacy about the curriculum resources, for good measure. Focusing on syntax doesn't have to be all about painful analysis and complex clauses. With four diversified gambles to play with, and an interactive Magnet sentence challenge
game, challenge students to make a variety of different sense types, and develop their understanding of words classes with our versatile Sense construction dice resource. This handy set of posters can be used on the screen or can be printed and displayed on a working wall as each domain is taught.
They... FREE RESOURCES - Abstract Nouns is a 12 slide PowerPoint resource designed to help pupils develop their knowledge and understanding of abstract nouns. English Teaching... FREE English Teaching Resources: Action Words - Verbs Include: - 32-slide PowerPoint presentation - 2
accompanying worksheets with 1 further worksheet with reply It... Active and Passive Voice - Year 5 and 6English Teaching Resource: Active and Passive Voice - Year 5 and 6 (PowerPoint presentation with worksheets) English... Adding Adverbs - KS2 'Add Adverbs - KS2' is a great bit of resource
perfect for helping pupils develop their understanding of the importance of adverbs... Adjectives are Awesome is Awesome is a very handy animated 25 slide PowerPoint instruction resource, with 2 accompanying worksheets, ideal for helping kids gain their understanding of... FREE RESOURCES
Adjectives in Stories is a handy PowerPoint resource created to help teach kids how to use adjectives on script description and... Adjectives in Stories 2 are a very handy resource created to help kids learn how to use adjectives in script to add description and mood.... Adjectives in Stories 3 are a very
handy resource created to help kids learn how to use adjectives in writing to add description and mood.... English Teaching Resources: Adverbs 11 slide PowerPoint presentation and 3 accompanying worksheet Writing - SPaG This resource explains how to use effective adverbs to... English Teaching
Resource: Amazing Adjectives - KS2 9 slide PowerPoint presentation and 1 accompanying worksheet Reading and Writing Amazing Adjectives are ideal for helping kids... English Teaching Resource: Amazing Adverbs - KS2 8 slide PowerPoint presentation with 1 accompanying worksheet Reading and
Writing Amazing Adverbs is an 8 slide PowerPoint... - KS2 English Teaching Resources Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 20 slide PowerPoint presentation This apostrophes instruction resource includes the following activities: - When doing... Avoid Comma Splitting In This KS3 Resource, Learners
Learners the rules regarding comma splitting and learn how to read independent clauses correctly. Content includes: -... English Teaching Resources - Christmas Games KS2 &gt; SPAG Christmas Games teaching resource 39 slide fully editable PowerPoint presentation 5 worksheets Christmas Games
are... Christmas Grammar Games (47-slide editable PowerPoint presentation and 13 worksheets) 'Christmas Grammar Games' are a fun upper KS2/lower KS3 SPaG resource that helps... English Teaching Resources – Clauses and Phrases - Year 5 and 6 Years 5 and 6 English Study Programme -
Writing - vocabulary, grammar and... FREE English Teaching Resources - Collective Nouns Collective Nouns - Year 3 and 4' is an engaging PowerPoint... Collective nouns - KS2 Fully editable English grammar PowerPoint instruction resource. 'Collective nouns - KS2' offers numerous examples of
collective nouns and a consolidation activity... KS2 English Teaching Resources – Colonies - Year 5 and 6 Years 5 and 6 National Curriculum Statutory Requirements: Pupils must be taught to: Use... Colonies and Semi-Colonies – Year 7/8 English Essentials (a 43-slide fully editable PowerPoint
presentation with 6 worksheets) Our 'KS3 English Essentials' resources are designed to... English Teaching Resources – Comma Splicing - KS2 English study program - Writing - vocabulary, grammar and punctuation 'Comma Splices - KS2' is a... Comma Splicing - KS3 'Comma Splices - KS3' helps
students make mistakes when using commas to separate clauses in a sentence. Content includes: 'What... English Teaching Resources – Comma Splicing and Run-ons - KS2 English Study Program - Writing - vocabulary, grammar and punctuation Komma Splices and Run-ons... Comma Splicing and
Run-ons Comma Splices and Run-ons are a handy PowerPoint instruction resource designed to help KS3 learners avoid making mistakes when using commas... Commas - KS2 KS2 English Punctuation Teaching Resource 'Commas' is a handy punctuation instruction resource that looks at how to use
commas correctly in our... English Teaching Resources - Commas for Lists SPAG &gt; Punctuation Commas for Lists instruction resource 20 slide fully editable PowerPoint presentation 2 worksheets English Teaching... English Teaching Resources - Comparative and Superlatives 10-slide fully editable
PowerPoint presentation with 2 worksheets Comparative and Superlatives explains how to use comparative and excellent... Complex sentences are a 14 slide PowerPoint resource designed to help pupils learn how to create complex sentences to improve writing. The resource can be... English Teaching
Resources - Determinants SPAG &gt; Grammar Determiners instruction resource 10 slide fully editable PowerPoint presentation Determiners is a 10 slide PowerPoint resource... Developing (30-slide editable PowerPoint and 11 accompanying worksheets) Developing Vocabulary skills are designed for
Year 6 and Year 7 pupils. It explains... English Teaching Teaching – Dialog punctuation and direct speech SPAG Dialog punctuation and Direct Speech instruction resource 15 slide fully editable PowerPoint presentation 1 worksheet... Dictionary skills are a 13 slide PowerPoint presentation with 3
worksheets that focus on how to use a dictionary to promote reading and writing skills. ... Direct and Reported Speech (PowerPoint and worksheets) Our 'Direct and Reported Speech' teaching resource is designed to help students gain their knowledge and understanding of... Double Negatives (13-slide
PowerPoint teaching resource with accompanying worksheet) This 'Double Negatives' teaching resource is designed to help KS2 and KS3 students improve their grammar skills... Doubling the Consonants (PowerPoint and worksheets) Our 'Doubling the Consonants' teaching resource is designed to help
KS2 kids gain their knowledge and understanding of how... 'Setup' is a 12 slide PowerPoint teaching resource with 3 accompanying worksheets designed to help pupils learn how to set up and retreat effectively to develop... Effective adjectives: KS2 English Teaching Resource English Program of Study
Curriculum Goal: Appendix 2 - Year 4 - Sin Noun phrases expanded by the addition... Exclamation marks are an 8 slide PowerPoint presentation with 2 worksheets that focus on how to identify exclamation marks in a sentence and how to use... Extended Noun Frases - Year 7/8 English Essentials (a 44-
slide fully editable PowerPoint presentation with 4 worksheets) Our 'KS3 English Essentials' resources are designed to... English Teaching Resources - Halloween Adjectives KS2 &gt; SPAG &gt; Grammar Halloween Adjective instruction resource 24 slide fully editable PowerPoint presentation 4
worksheets Halloween... English Teaching Resources – Hyphens and Brackets Hyphens and Brackets is a 10 slide PowerPoint presentation with 2 worksheets focusing on punctuation skills. This... This 'i before e except after c' teaching resource consists of a 14 slide editable PowerPoint presentation
and 4 worksheets. 'I before e... English Teaching Resources - Improving Vocabulary Writing &gt; Transcription &gt; Vocabulary, Grammar and Punctuation Improving Vocabulary instruction resource 6 slide editable PowerPoint presentation and 3... English Teaching Resources - This and it's writing &gt;
Transcription &gt; Vocabulary, Grammar and Punctuation Its and it teaches resource 8 slide editable PowerPoint presentation... KS2 Grammar Bundle includes 24 resources covering a variety of key grammar skills at KS2. The resources included are: Adding adverbs, add-ons are awesome,... KS3
Autumn Term Bundle 1 Our KS3 Autumn Term Bundle 1 includes 9 excellent teaching resources for use in September and October of autumn... KS3 Autumn Term Bundle 2 2 2 Us KS3 Autumn Bundle 2 includes 7 excellent resources for use in October and November of the Autumn Term.... Our KS3
Christmas Bundle includes 9 teaching resources perfect for the last weeks of the first quarter. Every Every (consists of a PowerPoint with... KS3 Punctuation Bundle includes 8 resources covering a variety of punctuation skills at KS3. The resources included are: Question marks, exclamation marks,
colons, and... KS3 Spellings Bundle includes 11 resources covering a variety of gaming skills at KS3. The resources included are: Dictionary skills, I before e except... Spelling, Punctuation, and Grammar Metaphors instruction resource 9 slide editable PowerPoint presentation and accompanying
worksheet Our 'Metaphors' teaching resource helps pupils identify metaphors in reading... FREE RESOURCES – Modal Verbs is an 8-slide PowerPoint instructional resource designed to help pupils develop their knowledge of modal verbs. English Teaching Resources:... English Teaching Resources:
Complex sentences Our 'More Complex Sentences' teaching resource is designed to help pupils gain an understanding of how complex sentences are made... English Teaching Resources - Noun &gt; Word Reading Nouns instruction resource 10 slide editable PowerPoint presentation with 3
accompanying worksheets Nouns is a 10... 'Of and Off' is a 10 slide PowerPoint presentation with an accompanying worksheet that focuses on gaming skills, grammar and homophones. The resource explains the... KS2/3 English Teaching Resources - Onomatopoeia This onomatopoeia teaching
resource explores how authors use onomatopoeia to create aural description and teach pupils how to use... English Teaching Resources: Brackets This resource teaches pupils about brackets as required by the National Curriculum for England. It provides NC goals, examples of how and... English
Teaching Resources – Parts of Speech vocabulary, Grammar and Punctuation Parts of Speech instruction resource 18 slide editable PowerPoint presentation 2 worksheets This resource... Perfect Pronouns is an 8 slide PowerPoint teaching resource designed to help pupils develop their knowledge and
use of pronouns. English Teaching Resources: Perfect Pronouns... FREE RESOURCES – Personal Pronouns explain how to use custom pronouns when writing sentences. This 8 slide PowerPoint resource/lesson can be used as a starter... Improve spelling and vocabulary with these KS2 &amp; KS3
Prefix activities and teaching ideas. This Prefix instructional resource explains how to use the prefix in... FREE RESOURCES – Prepositions are a 22 slide PowerPoint resource (with 2 accompanying worksheets) designed to help kids understand the importance of prepositions in reading... Proper Nouns
is a 7-slide PowerPoint presentation designed to help kids develop their knowledge and understanding of proper nouns. English Teaching Resources: Proper Nouns... English Teaching Resources: teach pupils how to use speech points accurately in their written work. These fully editable 10 slide
PowerPoint resources can be... Punctuation Perfection (12-slide PowerPoint teaching resource) This 'Punctuation Perfection' teaching resource is designed to help pupils their knowledge and understanding of punctuation. The resource... Question marks are a 10 slide PowerPoint presentation that
focuses on how to identify questions and question marks and how to find question marks in the... English teaching resources: Quiet and fairly quiet and quite a bit is a PowerPoint-based teaching resource designed to help kids learn how to use the words... English Teaching Resources: Semi-Colonies
This resource teaches pupils about semi-colons as required by the National Curriculum for England. It provides NCobjectives, examples of how and why... English Teaching Resources: Sentence Types and Final Punctuation This resource teaches pupils about sentence types and final punctuation as
required by the National Curriculum for England. ... Don't tell instructional resources — editable PowerPoint and accompanying worksheet — activities, ideas, and resources for teaching narrative writing. Our 'Show Not Tell' teaching... English Teaching Resources: 'Similes' teaches pupils how to identify
similes in their reading and how to use similes in written work. This fully editable 9... Topic - Verb Agreement - Year 5 and 6 This handy upper KS2 English teaching resource introduces pupils to submit - verb agreement as per... Suffixes (PowerPoint and worksheets) Our 'Suffixes' teaching resource is
designed to help KS2 kids develop their understanding of suffixes and demonstrate how a knowledge of... Syllables (10-slide PowerPoint teaching resource with 2 worksheets) This 'Syllable' teaching resource is designed to help KS2 kids improve their reading and gaming skills through... Synonyms –
Year 3 and 4 Synonyms is a handy PowerPoint teaching resource that explains how to use synonyms to produce better sentences and... The Main Clause is an 8-slide PowerPoint presentation with an accompanying worksheet that focuses on developing key reading and writing skills. This PowerPoint
lesson explores... The subjunctive Form - KS3 English Essentials (35-slide fully editable PowerPoint instruction resource with 2 worksheets) Our 'KS3 English Essentials' resources are designed to help... English Teaching Resources - The Subordinate Clause SPaG &gt; Grammar The Subordinate
Clause instruction resource 10 slide fully editable PowerPoint presentation 3 worksheets The Subordinate... FREE RESOURCES – 'Teaching there, them and they are' is a 13 slide PowerPoint presentation that focuses on gaming skills and homophones. This PowerPoint lesson explains the... English
Teaching Resources (Spelling) : 'Two, too and to' is a 13 slide PowerPoint presentation focusing on spellbinding skills and homophones. The Powerpoint lesson explains the... English Teaching Resources: Using a Dictionary Our 'Use a Dictionary' teaching resource is designed to help KS2 (and possibly
lower KS3) pupils gain an understanding... Using 'A thesaurus' is an 8 slide PowerPoint presentation that focuses on how to use a thesaurus to improve writing skills, making the years 5 and... English Teaching Resources - - Commas teach pupils how and when to use commas when writing a sentence.
These 10 slide PowerPoint resources with 2... English Teaching Resources: Reverse Commas explain how and when to use reverse commas in writing. This fully editable 10 slide PowerPoint resource/lesson can be used as a... Using the Apostrophes is a 10 slide PowerPoint presentation that focuses
on punctuation skills. This Powerpoint lesson explains how to use the apostroph for omission or... English Teaching Resources: V for Vendetta (alliteration, thesaurus and dictionary tasks). PowerPoint and worksheet. This large small resource is designed to help learners develop knowledge... Workb
Tense: English Teaching Resource Workb Tenses is a detailed and comprehensive 64 slide PowerPoint teaching resource designed to help younger pupils understand how the... 'Verbs' teach pupils how to use verbs effectively to develop vocabulary and improve written work. This editable 11 slide
PowerPoint instruction resource (with 3 worksheets)... 'Was, We Are and True' is a 12 slide PowerPoint presentation focusing on gaming skills and homophones. This Powerpoint lesson explains the difference between washing, we're... FREE RESOURCES – Words Instead of Said a 5 slide PowerPoint
presentation focuses on vocabulary and using alternatives to develop the word 'said' word choice... Writing using Paragraphs instruction resource (16 slide PowerPoint and 2 worksheets) We 'Write using Paragraphs' resource explains how to accurately use paragraphs in a piece... Piece...
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